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Sharing the Love 

February 17, 2013 

Stephanie May, ThD 

 

I want to start by taking a moment to think about kissing.   

Let your mind drift over your memories 

and experiences of kissing.  

Linger on the exceptionally good memories of kisses… 

 

Maybe the first kiss with the person  

who would become your spouse.  

Or, maybe a late night kiss on the  

forehead of your sleeping child.  

Or, perhaps the years of memories of greeting a close friend  

with a brushing kiss on the cheek.  

Maybe some of your favorite kisses are even inter-species— 

the licks or nuzzle of an animal  

whose eager ‘kisses’ brighten your spirit. 

 

Kissing and being kissed is often a very good experience. 

 Kissing can be a profound way of  

expressing all kinds of intimacy— 

   The fondness between friends, 

    the bonds linking family members, 

     or the passionate connection of lovers. 

 

Kissing—and the intimacy that kisses often proclaim— 

can be a powerful way to express our emotions.  

Kisses can be a way of saying to another: “you matter to me” 

 And, being kissed can be a way of hearing: 

   “I am loved.” 

 

My life was once changed by hearing the story of a kiss.  
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It was July and I had just graduated from college that spring.  

 As with many recent college grads, I was at a point of 

  transition and uncertainty. 

I was unclear about my career path,  

 But perhaps even more unsettling,  

  I had left college unsure about my faith. 

 

I had attended an evangelical Christian college in the Midwest 

 Where I was required to attend chapel and  

To annual sign a “pledge” intended to guide both my  

Theological beliefs and  

my actions (I couldn’t dance!). 

Despite the Christian perspectives woven throughout my studies, 

by the time I graduated, I was uncertain about what I believed 

  about God . . . about the Bible . . . and about my life. 

 

A concerned, older friend had handed me a  

pamphlet about Holden Village,  

a Christian retreat center in the  

mountains of Washington state.  

I signed up and caught a ride out West  

with a friend who was headed to Alaska.  

 

A former mining village, Holden is remote.   

From the small town of Chelan, you must take a  

three-hour ferryboat ride up a long glacial lake.   

At the boat dock, a decades old school bus  

picks up the passengers and  

climbs over 2000 feet along breath-taking switchbacks  

on its 10 mile drive to reach the village.  

 

When I first arrived at Holden,  

I soon discovered that I had journeyed far  

in more ways than one.   
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On my first evening I attended a forum  

whose topic turned out to be gay and lesbian issues.   

Finding the main floor full,  

I made my way to a narrow balcony,  

where I joined others sitting on the floor,  

peering down through a railing.  

 

So, there I sat, a wide-eyed young woman  

fresh from her Midwestern evangelical college. 

There were three panelists,  

but I only remember Allison  

who did not appear to be much older than me.   

Allison began to tell her story.  

 She talked about the awkwardness of dating as a young woman 

  the first dates and the first kisses 

   and the feeling of not quite understanding the hype 

    about kissing and dating. 

A young woman living in Minnesota, Allison had been dating men. 

Then she met a woman. A connection grew. 

  And when she kissed that woman,  

she said it was nothing like kissing boys had been. 

Smiling as she searched for the words to tell her story, 

 Allison conveyed in her sparkling eyes and long pause 

  how powerful that first kiss with a woman was for her.  

 

Peering over the railing at Allison,  

my heart shifted and my life began to change. 

I wanted to root for Allison, for her joy in kissing  

 and feeling the electric delight of intimacy with another.  

 

For years, I had been taught to condemn the “homosexual lifestyle.”  

 But after listening to Allison, and other gay and lesbian 

  friends that I began to make that summer,  

 I knew that this condemnation and hatred was wrong. 
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Listening to Allison’s story not only changed my heart, 

 But it marked a turning point in my faith journey. 

  I needed to find an understanding of life and the holy 

   that had space for same-sex love and intimacy. 

 

In a book entitled, Love, philosopher of religion Diogenes Allen  

uses the story of the Rime of the Ancient Mariner  

to describe his understanding of love. 

The story begins with the Mariner in high spirits.  

Having made it through some bad seas,  

he and the rest of the crew were enjoying a good day.   

And then, he senselessly shot the very albatross  

whose flight had helped to guide them.  

Immediately after killing the bird, 

 the wind calmed and the boat came to a stop.    

The crew hung the dead albatross around the Mariner’s neck— 

literally locating blame on him.  

After the crew all died from hunger and sickness  

aboard the drifting boat,  

the Mariner lived on 

with the burden of the albatross around his neck.   

 

Today’s reading picks up the story at this point.   

We find the Mariner peering over the railing of the ship  

watching water snakes.    

Seeing beauty in their colors and movement,  

the Mariner delights in their joy of living— 

a life that was foreign and of no use to him.  

And yet, “a spring of love gushed from [his] heart,  

and [he] blessèd them unaware.”  

 

According to Diogenes Allen, the spring of love opens when  

the Mariner is able to recognize the otherness of the snakes.  
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In other words, the Mariner is able to see beyond himself  

and to recognize that the water snakes have their own lives,  

their own joys, and their own beauty.   

Love springs from his capacity to see and  

respect the beauty and dignity of life— 

even in the form of a water snake. 

 

It is so easy to not see people— 

 We can walk by the homeless,  

not even meeting their eye. 

 We can talk on our cell phone  

as we hand a cashier our money. 

 We can sit at the dinner table  

without really asking about others. 

 We can read a newspaper article about unemployment  

and wonder why those people just don’t get a job. 

  

What would come from really seeing people?  

 

In the poem, the love in the Mariner’s heart 

 erupts with a desire to bless the snakes. 

From love comes an urge to see the snakes’ lives flourish— 

a desire that they would be able to continue 

  fully delighting in their life. 

 

I understand the “Standing on the Side of Love” campaign  

  To be a call to harness this capacity of love  

to see and delight in another’s fullness of life. 

 To say YES to love!  

There is great power in love,  

 In the well of emotions and passions 

  That love can bring forth in us.  

 

But, love is not simply an emotion. 
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As Carter Heyward reminds us in the first reading,  

 Love is also a choice to jump into life and get involved. 

  It is a call to link together love with action. 

 

If you’re familiar with the Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 

 Then you know that the Mariner did not simply stay 

  Staring over the railing at the water snakes. 

The spring of love that opened him to bless the snakes, 

 Also enabled him to pray—to reach far beyond himself. 

  In response, the wind returned and  

the ship made it back to land. 

By opening up to connect beyond himself,  

the Mariner was restored to life amidst others— 

    Or, as Heyward says, he was converted to humanity,  

   Choosing to get involved in this world. 

He began to tell his story,  

becoming a kind of one-man public advocacy  

  campaign speaking out for love— 

   and against senseless violence. 

   

Since my own moment of peering over the railing 

 listening to Allison tell her story, 

  I have gone through my own conversion to humanity. 

My understanding of religion has shifted away from  

a focus on beliefs and rules. 

Rather, my faith has increasingly become shaped by  

 a commitment to social justice. 

 

By re-imagining Valentine’s Day as a social justice holiday, 

 the Standing on the Side of Love campaign 

 seeks to link love with justice. 

On this “Sharing the Love” Sunday, 

We are challenged  
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to consider how we might take the message of love 

   that shapes our lives and community of faith 

    … and link it with action. 

Scholar-activist Cornel West writes,  

“the public face of love is justice.”  

I like this quote because it’s a reminder that  

 Love is not only a private affair 

  Of valentine cards and kissing. 

 

This is not to say that intimate love 

is not wonderful and important. 

 As our theme this month reminds us, 

 We do need intimacy and dimensions of our lives 

  that are more private— 

   places and relationships  

where we feel safer and more fully known. 

 

We need our best friends who know both our strengths  

 And our growing edges, but will accept us as we are. 

We need our co-workers who get what we’re going through 

 With that big project or difficult boss. 

We need our siblings or old friends who remind us 

 Of the long arc of our stories and how much we have 

  changed but still remain the same. 

And sometimes, we even need the temporary  

bubbles of intimacy that pop up unexpectedly  

with strangers on a long-flight or in a waiting room— 

 allowing us a momentary sharing of our story.  

 

We need to feel connected. 

 As the reflection on the monthly theme says,  

“intimacy serves as a foundation for  

experiencing full aliveness and sacredness.” 

But intimacy is just one way of connecting to others, 
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 Of being connected to humanity. 

The Standing on the Side of Love campaign is a call  

to choose to be connected in love and in action  

on behalf of those whose flourishing of life is in danger. 

It is a call to not simply peer over the rail watching or listening 

 But to be converted to jump in and  

To get involved in making a change. 

 

I hear this same call in Carter Heyward’s words:  

“Love is the choice to experience life as  

a member of the human family,  

a partner in the dance of life,  

rather than as an alien in the world or  

as a deity above the world,  

aloof and apart from human flesh.” 

 

Love calls us to engage, 

 To be connected within the world, 

  Getting involved to share the love. 

 

By calling justice “the public face of love”, I hear Cornel West 

 urging us to see that love and justice are linked with one another. 

To love those with whom we are intimate is but one part of love. 

 We are also called to see that we are connected  

  To so much more… 

   To the human community 

    To the natural world that sustains our lives. 

 

Love and justice are linked with one another. 

 Both are vitally important— 

We need the transformative power of love that is able 

 to see beauty and take delight in life… 

  our own lives, as well as the lives of others. 

And we need the outgrowth of love into action, 

 Including public actions  
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  And the promotion of justice 

   So that more lives might flourish. 

 

Do you stand on the side of love? 

 How would you choose to link love with action? 

Love and justice? 

How would you share the love? 

 

[PAUSE] 

 

In the spirit of sharing the love, 

I invite you to join in a Valentine Communion. 

 

In a moment, the children and their teachers  

will process into the sanctuary 

And then assemble in stations across the front. 

 

Once the children and adults are in place, 

Starting at the front, please come forward by pew, 

To receive a blessing and a Valentine 

 From any available station. 

 

In this sharing of blessings and love, 

 May we celebrate the power of love to change the world. 

 

Readings 

From Carter Heyward (provided by the “Standing on the Side of Love” 
campaign): 

Love creates righteousness, or justice, here on earth. To make love is to 
make justice. As advocates and activists for justice know, loving involves 
struggle, resistance, risk. … I think also that sexual lovers and good 
friends know that the most compelling relationships demand hard 
work, patience, and a willingness to endure tensions and anxiety in 
creating mutually empowering bonds. 
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For this reason loving involves commitment.... Love is a choice — not 
simply, or necessarily, a rational choice, but rather a willingness to be 
present to others without pretense or guile. Love is a conversion to 
humanity — a willingness to participate with others in the healing of a 
broken world and broken lives. Love is the choice to experience life as a 
member of the human family, a partner in the dance of life, rather than 
as an alien in the world or as a deity above the world, aloof and apart 
from human flesh. 

 

Excerpt from Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Rime of the Ancient Mariner: 
 

Beyond the shadow of the ship, 
I watched the water-snakes: 
They moved in tracks of shining white, 
And when they reared, the elfish light 
Fell off in hoary flakes. 
 
Within the shadow of the ship 
I watched their rich attire: 
Blue, glossy green, and velvet black, 
They coiled and swam; and every track 
Was a flash of golden fire. 
 
O happy living things! no tongue 
Their beauty might declare: 
A spring of love gushed from my heart, 
And I blessèd them unaware: 
Sure my kind saint took pity on me, 
And I blessed them unaware. 
 
The self-same moment I could pray; 
And from my neck so free 
The Albatross fell off, and sank 
Like lead into the sea. 

 


